Falling In love with Cuba – how about an exchange?
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August. Days getting hotter and shorter just when you'd like them cooler and longer. The beginning of
that "wish-I-could-have-gotten-thru-my-list" feeling at the end of the day that signals the long run-up to
fall for many farmers. Three months of hard work punctuated by harvest. Easy to contemplate when you
know the returns are good and society tips it's hat in respect for what you're doing. Farming.
Stewardship. Working hard to keep both the land and the family "in good heart." With some time off in
the winter for good behaviour...
Yeah, right... This August — replacing the visions of "where-do-we-want-to-go-this-January?" that
SHOULD be dancing in the heads of BC's farmers this time of year — it's the trip to the banker that will
play on the minds of many farm families as they contemplate the months ahead.
Six Mile Ranch. Provincial Interest. Amusement parks on Merrit pastureland. The race for farmland is
on, but if you look carefully, there are not many farmers in the running. Bad trade decisions. Market
concentration at the processing and retail level, causing head offices - and purchasing decisions - to
locate outside the province. A BCFGA ALR study confirming what farmers have known all along:
Canada's support for farming is SUBSTANTIALLY lower than any other OECD nation (apart from New
Zealand). And B.C.'s support for farming is SUBSTANTIALLY lower than any other province in Canada.
(Question: Where are B.C.'s farmers heading this winter to get away from it all? Answer: Alberta...)
Consider instead the following Cuba-in-January fantasy. Given a bit of mental nurturing over the next
several months (good tractor-time stuff) this sturdy, hybrid little fantasy could be an important cornerstone in
a strategy that may yield some long term results for BC agriculture...
FALLING IN LOVE WITH CUBA
Looking up at you, eyes brimming with intelligence and potential, Cuba is the beautiful and vulnerable
street child of the Caribbean. Behind you walk the economic pimps, intent on exploiting Cuba’s potential
for their own (offshore) gains.
Banished from the economic table by successive American governments intent on linking politics and
trade when it suits their purposes (while the original US trade embargo against Cuba was the product of
Cold War politics of the 50's, it’s hard to believe today's Helms-Burton Act is not related to the politics of
market protection for America’s powerful sugar lobby), Cuba's survival is all the more amazing.
Despite crippling economic sanctions and massive poverty, Cuba's literacy rate is considerably higher
than that of Canada or British Columbia. Cuba's health care system - although critically starved for
supplies - boasts a higher doctor/patient ratio than either B.C. or Canada. And despite the obvious
differences in our economic conditions, farmers from BC and Cuba now stand together on the frontier of
commercial organic production and sustainable agricultural systems.
With the collapse of the former Soviet Union, Cuba's pipeline for fertilizers (one million tonnes), pesticides
(40,000 tonnes) and animal feed grains (two million tonnes) — supplied her in exchange for Cuban sugar
to feed the sweet tooth of the great Russian Bear — dried up overnight, bringing Cuba's farm sector to
it's knees.
Today, although increasing food production capacity remains an overwhelmingly urgent national priority,
Cuba's highly advanced bio-technology sector supports a farm sector which is 30 percent organic. (Cuba
is selling "organic" citrus fruits into the Pacific Rim, but Cuban farmers are not capturing their value
because they don't yet have an organic certification infrastructure.)
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Cuba is also emerging as a leader in urban agriculture: Havana alone produces 45 tons of food a year
from balcony and rooftop gardens. Greenhouses - initially imported from Israel to produce the food
(tomatoes, etc. ) needed by Cuba's tourist trade - are now being manufactured on a limited basis locally.
Twenty percent of Cuban farmland is now in the hands of small farmers, eighty percent remains in staterun cooperatives. Cuba supplies onion seed to the rest of the Caribbean. Cuban farmers are involved in
a joint venture to produce pumpkins for a Nova Scotia farmer cooperative.
Yet her people are beyond poor. Food is beyond scarce. And her needs — capital, technology,
infrastructure, equipment (and in particular remotorization: the replacement of aged combustion engines
which - despite the fine-honed repair skills of Cuban mechanics - can no longer keep ancient machinery
going) — are almost overwhelming. Cuba. A land of great contrasts. A land of great potential. And a
land of potentially strategic importance for B.C. farmers.
A BC/CUBA FARMER EXCHANGE: CONSIDER THE POSSIBILITIES!
Picture this: In January, you and 25 or so other BC farm families board a plane for a two week vacation in
Cuba. Some subsidy for air fare/accomodation. Four days or so to unwind in deluxe accommodation on
beautiful Veradaro Beach, then an 8 day guided tour of Cuba's farming regions. Organized by the Cuban
Agriculture Ministry and (perhaps) one of the universities. With a small but significant wad of play money to
invest in good ideas for Cuban farmers. At the end of the trip, the ideas are tabled and our Cuban hosts
pick their favourite, which Canada then funds. Whoever comes up with the "winning" project has their trip
paid for. In July, Cubans in turn visit B.C.'s farming regions.
A BC/Cuba farmer exchange: imagine the possibilities! Over the next several months I will be looking for
financial support from both the feds and the province to put this project together. We already have a
green light from Cuba's Director Relaciones Internacionales Ministerio De La Agricultura, who is very
excited by the project and has offered to organize our accomodation and a comprehensive (with
translators) tour of Cuba's farming regions. I have spoken with Canadian Senators Perrault and Whelan
and federal Foreign Affairs Minister Lloyd Axworthy, all of whom are very interested and quite prepared to
put some federal weight behind this idea.
WHAT'S IN IT FOR BC?
As Cuba's farm sector evolves, there will be significant opportunities for the supply of sustainable farming
technology and farm management systems. Joint venture opportunities. Partnerships in the
development of organic markets and infrastructure. Assistance in meeting the challenges ahead.
Americans, for now, are shut out of this market, but that won't last forever — some estimate that within 510 years, Cuban trade sanctions will be dropped. BC farmers and agri-business concerns can be first in
line to develop sustainable partnerships to enhance the priorities of both regions.
So if you want to "really-get-away-from-it-all-this-January" and would like to consider participating in a BCCuba farmer-to-farmer exchange, drop me a line (RR #1, Bowen Island, BC, V0N 1G0), give me a call
(604-947-2893), send me a fax (604-947-2321) or send me an e-mail (holm@pinc.com). We need to
finalize this by mid-November!
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